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TAKE A PEEK!
GARDENS AND CARNIVAL OF THE
ANIMALS TOPICS

MUSIC TRAIN IS ON INSTAGRAM

LISTENING ACTIVITIES

Welcome to the seventh edition of
this newsletter.

 
Read on for an update on what
has been happening at Woodside
Hall so far this term



We all enjoyed this
topic and meeting
some interesting
garden creatures -
particularly the bird
finger puppets and the
leaves!
 

Garden Creatures Topic

Using netting
instead of lycra or
a parachute has
not only been great
fun, but allowed us
to resume some of
our favourite
activities more
safely (netting
doesn't waft the air
so much).



Carnival of the Animals Topic

For the second half of this term
we will be meeting an animal a
week from 'Carnival of the
Animals', a famous piece of
music by Saint Seans. So far we
have roared like lions, played
musical statues to 'The Lion
sleeps Tonight' and tried out a
new song called Leo the Lion.
Next week we'll be moving on to
a much quieter animal, but one
with a very distinctive call. . .

London Mozart Players

I am delighted that London Mozart
players have again allowed us to
use one of their special recorded
performances in class – this time
Carnival of the Animals.  

We all enjoyed their version of Peter and the Wolf last Spring and I am
looking forward to showing the older groups extracts in class to support our
current topic.



Facebook and now Instagram!

All the videos from lockdown are still available for use by current
Music Train Families. You can find them in our private facebook
group.

Now you can now also follow us on Instagram @musictrain.hitchin



Our special class for parents/carers with
babies 0-12months has been running
this term on Tuesday afternoons. Each
week we take a theme and I explain how
and why we teach different concepts.

Nurturing Babies Musicality Course

The class all get a follow-up email
afterwards with more information
and useful links to online resources. 

 
We have now completed the first half of
the course which looks at first musical
steps and will be going on to discuss
how Music Train helps develop
children's musicality as they grow older.  

The next Nurturing Babies' Musicality
course will start in January. If you know
anyone who has a young baby please
put them in touch.



We have a range of activities
to encourage children to listen
to a piece of music - bubbles,
twiddlers and musical statues
are all popular. This half term
we are using colouring along
to a movement from Carnival
of the Animals. Just look at the
concentration and bonding
going on here . . .

Listening Activities

 



It is time to book up for next term! Rebooking forms will be landing in
your inboxes very soon. In January our topics will be Weather and then
Dinosaurs. I love these topics – do you think we'll get some real snow
for snow week?

Frances and Tuneful Ted x

Covid Safety

Coming Soon . . .

Looking Forward

We continue to keep our risk assessments under review and are trying
to return as much to normal as possible whilst making sure everyone is
safe. Hitchin families have been wonderful at supporting us with this,
following our guidelines and showing care and consideration for others.
Thank you!


